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I. INTRODUCTION

How does Buddhism, or how do Buddhists, conceive of the "self'? Does it
exist or not for them? What are the conceptual consequences? How can we
compareand contrastChristianconceptions of the self with Buddhist ones? Are
there discernibleparadigmshifts in the development of Buddhist thought?
With the desire to addressand answerthese questions, I have chosen a rather
wide topic, a comparisonof "paradigmsof the self' in Buddhism and Christianity, in orderto maintain a certainsymmetryof proportion, which, hopefully,
will help to clarifythe situation. Buddhism and Christianityis used here technically to referto the two religions-and not East and West-so as to avoid further generalizing the subject under discussion. This is, in a sense, a philosophical discussionof "theological" content, if I might apply the word theological to
Buddhism as well as to Christianity;my points of departure are drawn especially from the respective scripturaltexts and their commentaries. However,
because of the vastnessof the scope, I do not attempt to cover all the ground,
and shall limit myself to a discussion of certain representativeviews on each
side. While preparingthis paper, I have had very much in mind Hans Kiing's
essay on paradigm change in Christiantheology'; it is against this perspective
that I shall reflectupon the subjectof my choice.
The English word self as principle of subjectivityis more closely associated
with modern Western philosophy, especially with and since Descartes, than
with the Biblical heritage. To referto the "self' is to point to a delimited individual as distinct and separatefrom the "others," to posit a distance between
the subject and the object, the knower and the known. Modernpsychologyhas
pushed further this tendency by dwelling on the "alienation" of the self, not
only from others, but also from itself. However,when applied to the study of
another tradition, the same word may be used to translateother words, each of
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which may have a range of meanings not exactlyidentical to that commanded
by the Englishwordself.
It is my intention to discussin comparativeperspectivethe self paradigmsin
Christianityand Buddhism, taking the word paradigm to refer to an organic
complex of beliefs, values and techniques focusing on the biological and psychic human individual whom we call here the self. I am taking for granted that
certain historicalshifts did take place with regard to these paradigms, within
both Christianand Buddhist thought-albeit ambiguities remain, especiallyin
the case of Buddhism. This paper will use a more structuralcomparisonof the
self paradigms, in the hope of clarifying the conceptual convergences and
divergencesof the Buddhist and Christianpositions, and therefore of understanding a little better certainconsequencesflowing from these positions. As it
will become clearin the courseof this study, by the word "Buddhism" I referto
the tradition as a whole, without alwaysdistinguishing between Theravadaand
Mahayana-except when it is useful to make such a distinction. Likewise, by
the word "Christianity", I mean the entire Christian tradition, while taking
careto referto Scripturalsourcesbefore discussingphilosophicaldevelopments.
I believe that such an approachwill also provide a better frameworkfor the recognition and discussionof paradigmshifts in a comparativeperspective.
It is important also to point out how much has alreadybeen written on this
subject, both regarding the concept of the self in Buddhist teaching, and
regarding possibilities for dialogue with Christianity. Such studies include
Joaquin Perez-Remon'sSelf and Non-self in Early Buddhism (1980), which
attempts to treat the problem as one for Buddhism, and LynnA. de Silva'sThe
Problem of the Self in Buddhism and Christianity(1975) as well as Masumi
Shimizu's Das 'Selbst' im Mahayana-Buddhismusin japanischerSicht und die
'Person'im Christentumim Licht des Neuen Testaments(1981), both of which
are conscious efforts to promote dialogue, the former with TheravadaBuddhism, and the latter with Japanese Mahayana.My effort here will be to sum
up the discussionto date of the question and to evaluate this discussion, in the
light of our use of paradigmshifts as a heuristictool in Buddhist-Christiandialogues. I shall do the same for the Christian paradigms of the self as well;
indeed, for purposesof convenience, I shall begin with these, although I shall
dwell at greaterlength on the Buddhist positions if only becausetheir ambiguity requiresmore carefulconsideration.
II.

THE CHRISTIAN

PARADIGMS

The BiblicalImages: the "Self as Creatureand Sinner
If we searchthe Bible, we shall find no developed doctrineof the self as such in
the Old and New Testaments.What emerges is the common sense assumption
of the self as an empiricalentity, that which is consciousof its own existenceand
its limitations and finitude, and its radicaldependence on God. The Hebrew
term used, nephesh referredto the "self' as the principle of life: "the Lord
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God formed man of dust from the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and man became a living being [nephesh]" (Gen 2:7). "And
Jonathan . . . loved [David] . . . as he loved his own soul [nephesh]" (1 Sam
20:17). So too did the Greek word, psyche: "What will it profit a man, if he
gains the whole world and forfeitshis life [psyche]?"(Mtt 16:26, Mk 8:36)
In each case, it is presumed that the "self' is one: body and soul distinct but
integrated, a whole human. It is also presumed that the self is finite and mortal. "You are dust, and to dust you shall return" (Gen 3:20). There is, as yet,
no clearconcept of an "immortalsoul."
There is, however, an acknowledgement of the self as a creatureof God in
need of Divine help and sustenance, and a sinner requiringDivine mercy; and
in the New Testamentas a redeemed being who is saved and renewed by and in
Jesus Christ. "We know that our old self [anthropos]was crucifiedwith him so
that the sinful body might be destroyed . . ." (Rom 6:6). The term used in the
Scriptures, besides soul as life-principle (Hebrew nephesh, Greek psyche) is
"human being" (Greek:anthropos), ratherthan "self."
What follows is clearly a paradoxicalunderstanding of human dignity and
human misery: we are made by God, and reflect his goodness; we spoil his
handiworkby our sins; we are saved and "made new" byJesus Christ. And the
Good News (Gospels) bringswith it an exhortation:to renounce sin and return
to God inJesus. This is not a philosophical assertion.It is rathera call to radical
conversionof mind and heart.
The Philosophical-TheologicalDefinitions: the "Self' as Person
A shift occurredin the "self' paradigm as Hellenistic philosophical ideas were
introduced into medieval Christiantheology. It becomes obvious in the definitions given to the words "soul" (Latin:anima) and "person" (Greek and Latin:
persona), and these two words, though maintained to be different, are sometimes used almost interchangeably.This term "person"is seldom mentioned in
the New Testament,and did not become a technical term for Christianthought
until the advent of Greek conciliartheology. Strangelyenough, this took place
with the discussionsand debates surroundingthe dogmas of Trinity(three Persons in one Nature) and Incarnation(two Natures in one Person).2As Hellenistic reflection in philosophical theology turned from the subject of God to that
of the human being, the human person as image of God takes on an inner core
of spiritual substance: in the words of Boethius, "an individual substance of a
rational nature."3 St. Thomas Aquinas further developed this definition to
explain that "individual substance"is that which is complete, subsistsby itself,
and is separatedfrom others.4And the Westernperson has tended since to take
himself or herself as a being with unique individuality and immortal personality, distinct and different from one another and from God. He or she has now
become awareof his or her own "immortal soul," the ground of his or her personhood. At the same time, however, the distinction between soul and body
has been made ratherradically,and the dualist tendency is increased.5
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The question of the immortality of the soul is primarilydecided in a priori
fashion: the soul is immortal because it is not material, and thereforespiritual
and imperishable. The reasonsfor this decision arehowevermoral and theological: to explain the fact of human freedom, and to assuremoral responsibility
and justice after this life. While "soul" and "person" are not exactlyidentical,
the person owes his or her worth mainly to the immortal soul. But the definition of the soul's immortality tends to separate it more and more from the
body, which is corruptible. A dualist tendency in defining personhood is
entrenched, although the unity of the person is never entirely abandoned.
Howevercontrivedthis may be to a rationalisticmind the doctrineof the resurrection of bodies gives an example of how the eventual union of soul and body
is to be expected, and will bring back the reintegratedperson.
The verydevelopment of Christiandoctrinewith regardto personhoodshows
how "reason"and "faith" workedhand in hand: reasonilluminating faith (in
this case faith in the hypostaticunion), and producing on the side a definition
of the human person, based much more on theological speculationthan on the
data of experience. And the resurrectionof bodies is again an example of how
faith in turn could also be alleged to illuminate reasonand explain a basicunity
in the human person.
The Christianteaching of the person is generally considered as the foundation of the West'sregardfor human dignity and human freedom, even if oscillations have occurredin philosophicalpreferencesbetween more or less emphasis on the "substantial core", as with the Thomists, or on "existential
freedom", as with Duns Scotus in the past, and with Kierkegaard,Tillich and
others more recently.A case might be made here for the shift into anotherparadigm of the self, which takes much more account of existential interpretations,
and represents also a return to the Biblical sources. But neither the Whiteheadian emphasison processand attackson substance, nor the Kierkegaardian,
Heideggerian and Tillichian preference for human activity and existential
becoming, has significantly altered the basic Western assumptions concerning
selfhood. On the other hand, the absence in the East of a correspondingdoctrine of personhood might continue to be taken as the reason for the relative
lack of regardand concernfor human dignity and freedom.
The Ascetical-MysticalTeachings:the "Self' as Nothingness
The scholasticeffort has been to define personhood philosophically,albeit for
purposes of clarifying dogmatic positions on the Trinityand the Incarnation.
There is also another effort, in spiritual and ascetic writings designed for the
practicalguidance of the Christiansoul, to emphasize the dimension of human
miserydescribedin the Scripturesthat was never denied by Conciliartheology.
This is visible in such writingsas Thomas a Kempis' The Imitation of Christ, in
which the soul is exhorted to consideritself as nothing-and worse than nothing, because of sinfulness-in the presence of the overwhelminggreatnessand
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holiness of the CreatorGod. It is an effort especiallyencouragedby those spiritual writers,who prefer to emphasize human contingency and dependence on
God rather than the dignity of personhood, in order to nurture humility and
total surrenderto God. One way of doing this is to meditate on death, so that
the remembranceof our last state will help to instill in the individual its own
sense of nothingness and helplessness; Christian ascetics are known to have
encouraged meditation on death with the help of the human skull. "Each
morning remember that you may not live until the evening, and in the evening, do not presume to promise yourself anotherday."And, "Keep yourselfa
strangerand pilgrim upon earth, . . . your heart free and lifted up to God, for
here you have no abiding city" (Imitation of Christ,ch. 23).
Paradoxically,spiritualand mysticalwritersalso claim that if humility is nurtured and the self is surrenderedto God, then human beings as Divine images,
may become transformedby grace and become more and more like God. In
other words, we are encouragedto allow the Divine image, present in us like a
seed, to grow into fruition. On this subject, Gregory of Nyssa (c.335-c.395
A.D.) of Greecewrote:
Forhe who has truly come to be in the image of God and who has in no way
turned aside from the divine characterbears in himself its distinguishing
marksand shows in all things his conformityof the archetype;he beautifies
his own soul with what is incorruptible,unchangeable, and sharesin no evil
at all."6
Here, the separation between creature and Creator is almost transcended,
although the personaldistinction between the two is allegedly maintained.
The ascetical-mysticalparadigmof the self takes into account both the Biblical images and the philosophical-theologicaldiscussions,even if the Bible gives
no explicit doctrine of asceticism.7The core message of the paradigm, to deny
oneself and convert to God in Jesus, may be regardedas representinga "constant" behind the historical shifts in thinking. However, varying emphases
could be made on either human "nothingness" as creatureand sinner-for the
purpose of stirring up dispositions of dependence on God and repentance of
one's own sinfulness-or on human glory as divine image, in order to
strengthen spiritual morale by holding up the possibilities of self-transformation. Presumably,for the believer, the tension will always remain, until the
spiritual combat of this life is over. However, emphasis on either one or the
other end of the spiritual spectrum still makes a significant difference to one's
own self-image and social behaviour as well as to how one might regardBuddhism.
I have called this the "ascetical-mystical"paradigm, while explaining that it
differs from the other paradigmsso far mentioned because of its historicalconstancy. I am associating the writers of ascetic and spiritual theology with the
practicalas well as speculative mystics, whose number is alwaysfewer, on the
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presuppositionthat the formerserveto preparefor mysticaldevelopment. Historicallyspeaking, this has not alwaysbeen the case, and many asceticalwriters
have expressedreservationsand even distrustof mysticism. If a distinction is to
be made, one might say that the asceticalwriterstend more to humble the soul,
while the mysticalwriterstend more to exalt it. But they are usuallyregardedin
association as representing more the dimension of transcendencein religion,
over and against that of immanence. Sometimes, they may even be considered
as antagonistic to the representativesof humanism, including Christian humanism, since they appear to demand more of human nature where the
humanistsseem to be satisifedwith following human nature.
Interestingly,where Buddhism is concerned, and in spite of its primarily
non-theistic character,we find plenty of demands made on human nature in
terms of self-renunciation,even to the point of renouncing the "reality"of the
self. Comparison with the spiritual-asceticside of Christianity is therefore
illuminating, especiallysince the language of asceticismand spiritualityis not a
preciseone, but intended for a certainpsychologicalconditioning. To be always
told that one is nothing may be injurious to one's basic self-esteem and selfreliance, and we can understand why Nietszche regarded God and religion as
the enemy of the life-instinct. Nietszche wanted a superman, one equal to the
gods, to use the language of the mystics. Curiously,Nietszche found Buddhism
attractive. Did it have anything to do with his final intellectual conclusion of
nihilism, "the conviction of the nullity of the internal contradiction, futility
and worthlessnessof reality"?8
III.

THE BUDDHIST

PARADIGMS

Turningfrom Christianto Buddhist paradigms,we shall discoverthat there are
even more doctrinal ambiguities, disputed points on which there is, as yet, no
firm scholarlyconsensus. What is clear is the absence of any positive teaching
about an "immortal soul", or about substantial personhood, both in Theravada and in Mahayana.This is all the more significanton account of the Vedantic meaning associatedwith the Sanskritword atman, (Pali: atta)9which literally means breath/life, and is comparable to the Greek psyche. In the
Upanishads, the atman is described as conscious, intelligent, and immortal.
Indeed, the Vedantistsees the atman as fundamentally one with the Brahman;
in Westernlanguage, the individual soul is regardedas one with the world soul.
The Buddhist scripturescontinue to make mention of words like the self
(atta, atman) or the person (Pali: puggala, Sanskrit:pudgala), but give the
words no philosophical meaning. The human individual is said to be made up
of nama (literally,name), referringto the mental and emotional aspects, and
rzpa (literally,form), referringto the physical aspectsand the combined word,
namarupa,representsthe entire psycho-physicalorganism.
Is there the equivalent of a soul in Buddhism, and is this soul immortal? In
fact, is there anything at all permanent about the namarapa that one may call
the self which goes beyond the aggregation of physical, sensoryand supersen-
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sory experiences?Are there differences between Theravadaand Mahayanaon
these points? Such questions require answers before comparisons could be
made with Christianideas.
The TheravadaInsistence:the "Self as Absent?
In what regardsthe self, the Buddhist doctrine is formulated in negative terms.
We hear of the doctrine of No-self (Pali: Anatta, or Sanskrit:Anatman). This
doctrine is allegedly the fruit of the effort to analyze individual existence-not
just human, but that of all dharmasor elements of existence-in the light of
their "emptiness" (sunyata). According to this theory, all things and events
(dharmas)are said to be "empty" or "void" of reality,and the recognition of
their voidness can bring real understanding. Human existence is itself analyzed
according to the components of its experience, classified as five aggregates,
twelve sense fields, or eighteen sense elements. The doctrine which became
established is called "the Five Skandhas", that is, the Five "Heaps" or Aggregates of Body (rupa), and of Feelings, Perceptions, Sensations, and Consciousness which make up nama.
For Buddhism, the Five Skandhasare not merely philosophical analysis, but
the corollaryof religious insight into the meaning of life. For life means suffering (dukkha), and suffering comes from attachment to the Five Skandhas.
Indeed, accordingto the Nikaya, the Five Skandhasthemselvesare dukkha.1 A
denial of a Self as giving substantial unity and permanent identity to the Five
Skandhasis thereforeregardedas the "right view" (sammadhitthi).
(I)

THE CASE FOR NO-SELF:

The Five Skandhas refer to the established doctrine in Buddhism which has
been subject to minute analysis especially by the scholasticsof the Theravada
school. Together, they refer to the stream of sensory and supersensoryexperiences which make up the life of consciousness.The word Skandhas(Pali: Khandhas; literally, "heaps") refersto the physical body or form (rupa), that is, all
that makes up sense data, sensations or feelings (vedana), sense perceptions
(sarnn~),impulses (samkhara,including both conscious and repressedtendencies and volitions and consciousness or the differentiating mind (vinnfina).
When together, the Five Heaps or Aggregatestake a certainshape or form; this
is given a name, hence, namarapa.But when the elements disintegrate, there is
no more person or ego, since the namarapawill just disappear.I
A well-known illustration of the absence of a permanent self comes in the
metaphor of the chariot. In the Milindapanha (The Questions of King,
Milinda), [Bk 2], the monk Nagasena led King Milinda to deny the existence of
the self in each and all of the Five Skandhas, and proposed the metaphor of the
chariot as explanation for the extrinisic unity in the individual. For just as a
chariot is made up of different parts, such as the pole, the axle, the wheel, and
so on, so too the namarapais merely a total of parts:
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Even as the word 'chariot' means/That members join to frame a whole./
So when the groups (skandhas)appear to view,/We use the phrase a living
being.12

From this analysis, one may infer the denial of the pre-Buddhist belief in the
atta or dtman, which is sometimes translatedas "soul" or "self', suggesting a
permanent substrate in the namarupa. But the question which then emerges
regardsthe continuity of individual identity. Has the Buddha, or Buddhism,
been led into an untenable situation by preachingthe doctrineof anatta on the
one hand while accepting the prevailing belief in rebirth on the other?
C. A. F. RhysDavids seems to think so.
We have thus arrivedat a deadlock: to save what it holds to be a psychological truth Buddhism rejectsthe notion of a soul; to save what it holds to
be the necessityof justice, it retainsthe belief in transmigration.13
Theravadaorthodoxy appears to have insisted on denying any permanence to
the self. An early attempt on the part of certain Buddhists themselves to give
more "reality" to the self, by using the term puggala to signify some dimension of "personhood", only ended in becoming labelled a heresy.4 ContemporaryBuddhist scholarshave continued to recognize this. As Walpola Rahula,
himself a monk from SriLanka,puts it:
Buddhism stands unique in the history of human thought in denying the
existence of such a Soul, Self, or Atman. According to the teaching of the
Buddha, the idea of self is an imaginary,false belief which has no corresponding reality. . . .
The Thai monk, KhantipaloBhikkhu, supportsthis assertion:
There is no reincarnationin Buddhism because there is no unchanging
spiritual entity; no soul can ultimately be found which can re-incarnate.
Buddhism does not make a dichotomy of the perishable body on the one
hand and an eternal soul on the other. The Buddha's insight discoveredthat
both mind and body are inter-relatedand continually changing streams of
events in which no unchanging soul or self as an ultimate principle, can be
found. 16
(II)

THE CASE FOR A SELF:

But is this necessarilythe case? Is the only "self' merely this composite of
aggregates, and is such a composite adequate to assurewhat we may call, for
lack of other words, personhood, individuality,and the continuity between life
cyclesin samsara?
Interestingly,CarolineA. F Rhys Davids has insisted, against her husband's
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apparentviews, that the doctrineof anatta only came with the "monkish tradition", and is not in accordwith the Buddha's original message as given in his
"folk gospel." According to her highly controversialthesis, the original goal of
Buddhism was a positive goal: the affirmationof the self-she would preferthe
English spirit as translationfor tta-as a kind of immanent deity in the human
being, making him or her a "realself." Accordingto her, such a religious quest
was no negative hankeringafterNirvana.
[What was taught in EarlyBuddhism] was not nibbana, a vanishing Less
in a vanishing atta. It was a persisting living on in that more which saw the
quest as a man becoming more in the worlds. . . .7
T. R. V. Murtiraisesa verypertinent question in this regard. Insistingon the
truth of the No-Self doctrine as essential to Buddhism, he says: "If the atman
had been a cardinal doctrine with Buddhism why was it so securely hidden
under a bushel that even the immediate followersof the masterhad no inkling
of it?" And:
Buddha came to deny the soul, a permanent substantial entity, precisely
because he took his stand on the reality of moral consciousnessand the efficacy of Karma. An unchanging eternal soul, as imperviousto change, would
renderspirituallife [to] lose all meaning; we would, in that case, be neither
the better nor the worse for our efforts. . . . Denial of Satkaya(atman or
Substance)is the very pivot of the Buddhist metaphysicsand doctrine of salvation.18
He goes on to quote Bhattacharyaon the same subject:
Thus and in variousother ways, too many to be mentioned, the existence
of a permanent Self or atman, as accepted in other systems, was utterly
denied by the Buddha, thereby pulling down the very foundation of desire
where it can rest.19
WalpolaRahula also criticizesas vain attempts the efforts "to smuggle the idea
of the self into the teaching of the Buddha, quite contraryto the spirit of Buddhism."
It is better to say frankly that one believes in an Atman or Self. Or one
may even say that the Buddha was totally wrong in denying the existence of
an Atman. But certainlyit will not do for any one to try to introduce into
Buddhism an idea which the Buddha never accepted, as far as we can see
from the extant original texts.20
In spite of the teachings of contemporaryTheravadascholarsand monks, the
question of Self or No-Self continues to trouble enquirersand scholars.Perez-
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Remon's recent book is another attempt, following in C. A. E Rhys Davids'
footsteps, to prove the realityof a self in earlyBuddhism. After sifting through
conflicting evidence in the scriptures-and he amassesall the evidence possible
-he concludes that nowhere is this reality absolutely and explicitly denied,
that the anatta doctrine given in the Nikayas does not actuallydeny the self as
such but only selfhood as "empty of any ultimate value and to be repudiated."
Besides, the denial is only of the "wrong" self, identified with the skandhas;
the true self is never brought into question. And, accordingto him, this "true
self' is transcendentand ineffable.21
For our purposes, whether Buddhism originallybelieved in a permanent self
or not is mainly a historical question. What we may not neglect is the fact of
Theravadabelief not only through a long period of history but also as it stands
today.
Given this fact then, how does Buddhism explain rebirthand even Nirvana?
And how do believing Buddhistsfunction in society,given their belief in anatta
or anatman?
The answer to the first question lies in the doctrine of dependent origination, which explains the origin as well as cessation of pain. It is assumed that
when ignorance exists, the aggregates come to be . . ., and so on down to
birth, old age, death, grief. In the processof rebirth, it is not the atman that
transmigrates,but the karma, the good and evil deeds themselves. And what
happens when liberation from samsaratakes place? What actually is Nirvana,
and is there a "who" to enjoy it? These are again the difficult questions, to
which various answers have been given, without arriving at any real consensus.22

As to the second question, Steven Collins, author of Selfless Persons:Imagery and Thought in TheravadaBuddhism (1982), affirms that the conceptual
universeof the Theravadatraditionis built for the most part on the anatta doctrine and does not seek to prove that the original message was different. But he
acknowledgesBuddhist psychologicalanalysesof the self presented in systematic categoriesor traditionallists are "unlikely religious vehicles for the worldly
and other-worldlyaspirationsof the oridinaryman." However,such ideas and
related practicesderived from it, coexist in a society with a different but complementaryreligioussystem.
In this complementaryrangeof religious thought and practice,interaction
with gods and spirits, and the use of alternativeexplanationsof good or bad
fortune . . . are of more immediate concern than the conceptual subtleties
of Buddhist intellectualism.23
The MahayanaInterpretation:the "Self' as Absolute?
The doctrine of the No-Self is usually taken as a Theravadateaching. How
about MahayanaBuddhism? Has it rejected or transformedthis doctrine? Has
there been any kind of paradigmshift?
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On this subject, WalpolaRahulaquotes Helmut von Glasenapp:
The negation of an imperishable Atman is the common characteristicof
all dogmatic systemsof the Lesseras well as the Great Vehicle, and, there is,
therefore, no reason to assume that the Buddhist tradition which is in complete agreement on this point has deviated from the Buddha's original
teaching.24

But is this the last answer?Let us examine here also the arguments for each
side.
(i) The case for a No-Self:
In the texts of the New Wisdom school, we continue to read about the illusoriness of the self, which is compared to a reflection on a mirror."As without the
mirrorone cannot see the reflected image of one's own face, so also the I without the medium of the skandhas."25
In The Awakening of Faith, attributedto Asvaghosha,we also read:
Those who practice the various types of dhyana (meditation) . . . which
are popular in the world will develop much attachment to their flavors and
will be bound to the triple world becauseof their perverseview that atman is
real. They are thereforethe same as heretics .. .26
As to Nagarjuna's position, we have these words: "The self is not different
from the stages [skandhas], nor identical with them; (there) is no self without
the states, nor is it to be considered non-existent." And also: "The self does
exist, the Buddhas have declared; they have taught the 'no-self doctrine too;
they have (finally) taught that there is neither self nor non-self."27
Murtidevelops these paradoxicalstatements by saying:
Buddha's teaching is adjustedto the need of the taught as the medicine of
the skilled physician is to the malady of the patient. He does not blindly
. . .prescribe the remedy to all and sundry.He correctsthose with a nihilistic tendency by affirming the self, as there is continuity of karma and its
result; to those addicted to the dogmatic belief in a changeless substantial
atman and who cling to it, he teaches the 'no-self doctrine' as an antidote;
his ultimate teaching is that there is neither self nor not-self as these are subjective devices.28

After such an explanation, one wonders whether it is still necessaryto pursue
the question.
(ii) The Casefor a Self:
However, while the five skandhas continue to be accepted, and the reality of
the self continues to be denied, a vocabularyof the absolute has also crept into
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the language of the Mahayanasutras. In The Awakening of Faith, a key book
for MahayanaBuddhism, especiallyfor the Yogacara,Hua-yen, Ch'an and Pure
Land schools, it is especially the term Tathata(Suchness), as given in the chapter entitled "Revelationof TrueMeaning":
The revelation of the true meaning [of the principle of Mahayanacan be
achieved] by [unfolding the doctrine] that the principle of One Mind has
two aspects. One is the aspect of Mind in terms of the Absolute (tathata;
Suchness), and the other is the aspect of Mind in terms of phenomena
(sarhsara;birth and death).29
In the Lankavatarasatra, which also is importantfor Ch'an Buddhism, there is
the term of "mind only" (cittamatra): "Up to the realm of Brahma, all is
mind-only, I say. Outside mind-only, Brahma and so forth cannot be apprehended."30
So long as these terms areused with referenceto the universeas a whole, with
no subject/object differentiation, it is difficult to see the particularreferenceto
the self. But the Chinese Ch'an (apanese: Zen) school, with its practicalbent,
focuses on the quest itself for direct intuition into nature, especially human
nature, regardedas the abode of the absolute and the seat of enlightenment
(Sanskrit:bodhi, Chinese: wu, Japanese:saton).
In Ch'an Buddhism, there is the expression "your original face"-the face
before your birth-basically a riddle or kung-an (Japanese:koan). As an expression, it representsa more "personalized"form of pointing toward the ineffable, a form which evokes an original "self." It is said that the Sixth Patriarch
Hui-neng confronted his enemy Hui-ming with this question: "Not thinking
of good, not thinking of evil, just at this moment, what is your original face
before your mother and fatherwere born?"31
The context in which the "original face" is mentioned is also significant, as
there is referencehere to "someone" who is thinking of neither good nor evil.
There is, of course, also the referenceto a possibly "transient"discoveryof the
"originalface", made "just at this moment". But the metaphor of the original
face, the face one had before one's birth, or even the birth of one's parents, is
tantalizing, and intended for "wakingup" the consciousnessto the bridging of
any gap between the self and the other, the relativeand the absolute.
Daisetz Suzuki, the greatJapaneseinterpreterof MahayanaBuddhism in the
West, has assertedthat just as earlyBuddhism denied the existence of an "egosubstance" called the atman and applied a rigorously analytical method to
individual existence which came up with the theory of the "non-ego", later
Buddhism reassertedthe existence of the atman, by its teaching of a "metaphysicalSelf which castsits reflectionon ordinaryconsciousness."32
Masumi Shimizu (1981) has sought to present the case for the Self in Mahayana Buddhism, as this is understood by Japanese Buddhists-especially
Suzuki and the philosophers of the so-called Kyoto school. Following a paradoxical logic, he assertsthat the No-self doctrineshould be understoodwith the
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help of the Emptiness doctrine of Nagarjuna, which emphasizes the dialectical
identity of Samsaraand Nirvana. According to Shimizu, the MahayanaBuddhist understandsthe insistencegiven in the Anatta doctrine regardingthe illusoriness of our presumed substantial Selfhood, that to which we cling, and
because of which we suffer anxiety,only as a means to help us live in such a way
as to recoverour Trueand Original Selfhood, that which is also called Thusness
(Tathata).
Actually, the term True Self (Chinese: chen-wo) does not appear to have
been technically a Buddhist term. It is better considered as a metaphor, either
for the acceptanceof the truth that the self is absent, as in Theravada,or for
"moral transformation,"that of realizing a morallyauthentic existencewhich is
more in accordwith the Buddhist dharma, or for such more specificallyMahayana notions as "thusness," "mind," or "youroriginal face." In one or another
way, these have been used to referto the ultimate realitywhich lies at the heart
of the teachingsof all the majorschools of MahayanaBuddhism.
The problem with such a "thusness" when referring to ultimate reality is
that it is beyond differentiation, including the subject/object duality. Should it
be called the TrueSelf, then it is also the "self' transcended,no longer separate
from other "selves". It is a metaphysicalAbsolute, very close to the Western
idea of God, except for not having a personal character.But can it also designate the individual, consideredas that which gives unity to particularskandhas,
that which is distinct from other individuals?
Spiritual/MysticalExperience:Discoveryof TrueSelf?
To interpret the Tathataas Absolute is to interpret it metaphysically.But there
can also be a psychological interpretation. For example, the Buddhist might
seek the "TrueSelf' in meditation or contemplation, paradoxically,of course,
by contemplating the impermanence of all things, and the insubstantialityof
one's own self. He or she may contemplate the body as a composite of elements
subject to decay,of feelings as merely automaticresponsesto sense impressions,
of the mind as vulnerable to agitation from within and distractionfrom without, and so on, and thus come to triumph over the formerillusion of a "self," if
only in a few fleeting moments of insight. These are the transient moments
during which the individual awakensto the truth of things-and this includes
the meaning of his or her fundamental characteras "no-self." These are the
moments when he or she may be said to have also achieved the state of "True
Selfhood"-the word "selfhood" referring here more to a transient understanding of truth than to any permanent substrate.This is a state which may be
lost, if the necessaryprecautionsof moral and spiritual cultivation are not followed; conversely, it is also a state which may grow with the individual's
deepening insights.
To understand such a view, let us rememberthat Buddhists see life not only
from the perspectiveof suffering, but also from the perspectiveof death. Just as
Christian spiritual teaching has encouraged meditations on death, so too did
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the Buddhist. In EdwardConze's translations,Buddhist Meditation, we have
vivid suggestions for arousing a sense of recollection of death, and of distaste
for the body and its functions. The climax is the meditation on corpseson the
charnel field.33 The Japanese haiku poet Basho allegedly gave expression to
insights into the fleeting quality of life with the help of such contemplation.
And the distinguished philosopher of the Kyoto school, Keiji Nishitani refers
to T. S. Eliot's description in "The Wasteland", of the processionof the dead
in Dante's Inferno, as taking place in London.34
Keiji Nishitani also uses the metaphor of a photograph with double exposure. Forhim, true realityis twofold:
The aspect of life and the aspect of death are both equally real. Reality is
that which appearsas life and as death. It is life, it is death, and at the same
time, in itself, is not life, and not death. It is to be called the non-duality of
life and death.35
In this sense, we may representBuddhism as viewing reality even more from
the viewpoint of death than does Christianity,although the latter does it also.
True Selfhood need not only be realized in mystical experience. It could be
achieved in ordinarylife. For
Spiritual life is lived in practicallife; within the structuresof existence, but
without the bondage of these structures.The awarenessof 'emptiness' is not
a blank loss of consciousness,an inanimate empty space; ratherit is the cognition of daily life without the attachment to it. ... Wisdom is not to be
equated with mystical ecstasy;it is, rather, the joy of freedom in everyday
existence. 36

If however, wisdom is not limited to mystical experience, then there is no reason to exclude wisdom from mysticism. Certainschools of Buddhism, especially
Mahayana,are more attuned to the mystical than others. Ch'an Buddhism, in
particular,is oriented to the enlightenment experience.
Understood in this way, the True Self is common to both Theravda and
MahayanaBuddhism, being identified by some in the latter, as the metaphysical Absolute, especially as perceived in mystical experience. Here we see the
convergenceof a "smaller"self, or the "no-self' that is experiencedin spiritual
insight, and a "larger"self, or "absolute nothingness" that is identified with
the universal Buddha-nature, and especially realized in mystical enlightenment.
IV.

CONVERGENCES

AND

DIVERGENCES

Speaking historically,the earliest Christianparadigm of the self is much more
of a common sense one, without much separation between soul and body.
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Although we find ascetical language in the New Testament regarding selfdenial, we have no ontological rejection of the self; neither do we have the
explicit doctrine of asceticism,which came later.
It is not clearwhat the Buddha's original message concerningthe problem of
the self might have been. Hence, we have discussed, as the first Buddhist paradigm, the question of self versus no-self. In comparison, orthodox Christian
scholasticism strengthened the individual's substantiality while tending to a
dualism of soul and body, and orthodox Buddhist scholasticisminsisted on the
individual's lack of substantiality,thus strengthening a sense that there is no
self. This gives rise to the Christian'sdiscomfortwith Buddhism, in what concerns freedom and moral responsibility.And yet, Buddhism has never denied
what common sense also affirms about freedom and moral responsibility.The
doctrine of karma, which assertsthat our good and evil actionsgive rise to samsara and its inequalities, obviously implies such, even if it seems to project an
inexorablymechanisticrenderingof cosmicjustice.
The mention of samsaracalls to mind the very divergent conceptions of life
itself, and the place of the human in the whole of life; Buddhism has given a
special place to human life, in its vision of samsara.It has been asserted that
only human beings-not animals, not gods-can labour to change their karma
and merit nirvana. All the same, where philosophical developments are concerned, the effort of theorizing about individuality, together with presuppositions regardinghuman uniqueness on the one side, and the equality of all sentient beings on the other, led the two religions further and further apart.
Buddhist teachings tend to representthe self dialectically,either as the existential self of momentaryexperiencewithout any substrate, or as the metaphysical
self which is one with the universe, as this has been understood by some Mahayana Buddhists. How can the Christianrelate to each of these paradigms?
A particularcurrent in Western, including Christian, thought, which tends
to define the self in terms of becoming rather than being, demonstratesa certain kinship with the existential self in Buddhism. A prime example is A. N.
Whitehead and his interpreterCharles Hartshorne. They claim that a person
consists of a series of momentary selves, each intimately related to the preceding self. These "selves" refer, of course, to concretehuman experiences,which
are said to have a particularlypersonal character.But what about personal
immortality?Sensitiveto this problem, Hartshornehas sought to insight on the
belief in God: "We can 'live forever' if, and only if, we are cherished by an
imperishable and wholly clear and distinct retrospectiveawarenesswhich we
may call the memory of God."37
If one is to accept the concept of the True Self, a question may yet arise
regardinginterpersonalrelationships;namely, how does this TrueSelf relate to
others?Why would it even be interested in doing so-in engaging in dialogue,
for example? Would there not be the danger of impersonalizing human relationships, if one does not recognize the other as other, but dwells instead on
the oneness of all things?J. A. Cuttat mentions this problem in his description
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of a visit made to Hindu asceticson the Himalayanfoothills, in whom he discerned an "abysmal"profundity,which spiritualizedthe face of the master, as
well as a complete withdrawalinto the self, both on the part of the master and
of his disciples. To his question, whether there are close relationshipsbetween
yogis, came the answer:at this level, such relationshipsare excluded, "le Soi de
tous les delivresest un seul et meme Soi, sans second."38
To this, of course the Buddhist might respond with another question: does
not the Christian accent on personhood as "individual substance" bring the
opposite danger of demarcatingtoo much the separationbetween the self and
the others?How can the "incommunicable"self of scholastictheology communicate itself, and give itself, to others, as well as to God?
The Buddhist can also offer as an answer,as did Shimizu, that only the True
Self is free from selfishness, sensitive to that which unites him or her to others.
This TrueSelf is, in this sense, much more capable of true I-thou relationships
than the Buddhist or Christian conventional self which is bound by illusory
consciousness.This, however,will bring the Buddhist idea of the TrueSelf very
close to the Christianidea of the TrueSelf, of a person who has the same mind
as ChristJesus, "who, though he was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself, taking the form of a
servant, being born in the likenessof men. And being found in human form he
humbled himself and became obedient unto death, even death on a cross"
(Phil 2:6-8).39
Keiji Nishitani comments on the Christianteaching of Kenosis and its similarity to the Buddhist teaching of sunyata, and of "non-differentiating love
beyond enemy and friend", which bears resemblanceto Christ'scommand of
love for the enemy.
This compassion is a compassion grounded in "Emptiness."It is the socalled Great Compassion. "Emptiness" takes on here the character and
meaning of anatman .... of non-ego or selflessness. . . . Buddha, being
originally "empty" and "formless", takes the form of the Thus-Come. ...
This means essentially an ekkenosis. .. . The concepts of emptiness, compassion and selflessnessare seen to be inseparablyconnected.40
Returning once more to our paradigms, I have proposed in each case a third
paradigm, less for historicalcontrastthan for existential rapprochement.Both
Christianityand Buddhism have used a language of the no-self to make ascetical and spiritual exhortations. Contemporary Christian scholars have approached Buddhism either to learn from its spiritual techniques or to find
inspiration from its very spirit. Studies exist comparing Christianity and
TheravadaBuddhism.41Mahayana,Ch'an (Zen) and Pure Landhave been the
popular among Christianscholarsinterestedin dialogue.42Theirchoice of focus
on existential and practicalrapprochementconfirmsfor us where the common
ground is to be found.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We come here again to the question of what precisely is denied and what is
affirmed by each of the two religions about the human person. I find this question difficult to answerpreciselybut venture to say that the weight of tradition
has helped to shape two ratherdifferent positions about the self, strengthening
its identity and realityin the one case, and de-emphasizing it in the other. I do
not, for example, perceive quite as much rapprochementas does de Silva. I
believe that it is just as important to take account of the Theravadineffort to
deny the self, as to discoveran "original" affirmationof the self, or an eventual
dialecticaltranscendenceof the idea of the self. This is all the more so in a comparative study of paradigmswhich should not lose sight of the shifts of paradigms. Besides, the question posed by Mrs. Rhys Davids is an important one;
by denying the self, whether ontologically or psychologically or religiously,
Buddhist philosophy could be encouraging anti-humanism, even if the great
Buddhist spiritualmastersare able to find and live their "TrueSelf".
There are some clearlybasic theological differencesunderlying Christianand
Buddhist teachings. In one tradition, there is the fundamental difference
between the creatureand the Creator;in the other, the absence of any creation
theory, as well as the affirmationof a rebirththeorywhich embracesall sentient
beings. But these differences have not obscured the quest shared by the two
religions: the spiritual quest for self-transcendence,which begins with a recognition of one's own "nothingness," in order to grow in Godlikeness or True
Selfhood. This impulse for self-transcending,albeit moved by differing intellectual persuasions,is common to both Christianityand Buddhism. Both traditions use similar topics of meditation to induce similar mental and spiritual
states of awareness,such as human nothingness.
Fundamentally, Buddhism and Christianity resemble each other most as
practical doctrines, aimed at helping the human person. Christianity has
tended in its historyto do so afterfirst offering the answersto the big questions
about the nature of personhood and the existence of God. Buddhism has
offered certainanalysesof the human condition, and of ways of coping with it,
but without as much emphasis on dotrinal clarityor unambiguity.Until today,
we have no firm scholarlyconsensuson such questions as the Buddhist doctrine
of the self-or is it the non-self? and of its survivalafter nirvana-is it extinction or bliss? Indeed, we do not yet have a clearand firm scholarlyconsensusas
well on the meaning of the Buddhist Nirvana.
TheJapanesescholarHajime Nakamurahas this to say:
In Buddhism the entire stresslies on the mode of living, on the saintliness
of life, on the removal of attachment to the world. A merely theoretical
proposition, such as "There is no ego", would be regardedas utterly sterile
and useless. All Buddhists follow the Buddha in wanting to teach how to
lead a selfless life. Rational analysisis no more than a tool which is justified
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in its products. That is why there are so many teachings even on one subject..
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Turning the No-Self teaching into a question, Suzuki claims that "the Buddhist teachings of whatever school, . . . Theravadaor Mahayana,Tibetan or
Japanese, Indian or Chinese . . . all center around the question, what is 'I'?
What is the true self .. .?" He explains that Zen Buddhism has developed the
method of "question and answer"called the mondo to help answerthis question. It is a way of extractingan answerfrom within the mind of the questioner
himself, becausethe answerlies potentially in the question.44
Perhapsthis is the way we should regardthe Buddhist approachto all the big
questions of life. PerhapsBuddhism seeks, not to give answers,but to ask us to
look for the answersfrom within the depths of our own beings, not by reasoning but by going beyond reasoning, an intuitive meditation. In that sense, doctrine is to be regardedas skill-in-means, to awakenthe seekerto a higher truth.
Allegedly, the historicalBuddha alwaysemphasized the importanceof healing
one's wounds ratherthan of finding out who has inflicted them. To the probing
questions of his disciples, he has often responded with silence. He cuts the figure, not of a metaphysician, not even of a theologian, but of a compassionate
teacherand saviour.He comes not to give answers,but to tell us where and how
to find them.
On the other hand, Christianityhas offered its believersanswersto many big
problems about life and the world: creation, trinity, incarnation, redemption,
resurrection.In the past, it has even defined these answersin precise dogmatic
formulas, as though it had resolved all the mysteriessurroundingthese problems. Only the mysticshave cried out, with MeisterEckhart,that "God cannot
be named," and withJohn of the Cross, "Nada, nada."
And in fact, how much does Christianityknow for sure, that it could say so
much: about there being a God, about that God being personal, being threein-one, and about the human soul being a "spiritual substance?" Might it,
perhaps, learnfrom Buddhism to be content with more doctrinalambiguity, to
show diffidence of language, to move beyond the efforts of theological definitions, and to regard doctrinal propositions as human parables, "skill-inmeans," that awaken us to a higher truth? And when this happens, we might
perhapshave better answersto the questions regardingthe future prospectsfor
dialogue between Christianityand Buddhism.45
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